thermochemical parameters as well as good geometries and vibrational frequencies. 14 Calculations were carried out using Gaussian03 version B.05 or C.02, 15 and a closed shell singlet state wave function. The basis set used consisted of the 6-311G(d,p) on all atoms except iron, for which 6-311+G was used. Full geometry optimization and force constant calculations were performed at this level of theory on all systems. All reported structures are true minima, with no imaginary frequencies. When multiple symmetries were possible, the highest symmetry point group was generally used. Specifically, [Fe(P)(ImH)CO] was subjected to C s symmetry constraints and [Fe(P)CO] was assumed to have C 4v symmetry. For symmetries lower than C 4v , both δ FeCO and both τ FeCO frequencies are reported (Tables S1 and S3). Although both bending frequencies exhibit the same trend as a function of R Fe−L , the lower of the two frequencies were arbitrarily selected for Figure 3 of the manuscript. A stability analysis (stable = opt) was performed to ensure that neither lower energy states, nor RHF → UHF instabilities exist. A subset of calculations were performed with the full 6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set, to test basis set influences on geometry and vibrational frequencies. All calculations utilized an ultra-fine integration grid. Standard keywords were used for all DFT calculations.
NRVS Studies.
Crystalline samples of five-coordinate [Fe(OEP)(CO)] were prepared as described previously for the X-ray structure analysis. 16 Both the five-coordinate {FeCO} 6 and six-coordinate dicarbonyl complexes coexist in solution. As the five-and six-coordinate complexes are morphologically distinct and easily distinguished under a microscope, pure crystalline samples of the five-coordinate complex were obtained by selecting crystals of the pentacoordinate form from the crystallization mixture. The powder sample for examination by NRVS was obtained by crushing the isolated single crystals; the purity of the resulting sample was verified by a single CO stretching band at 1944 cm −1 , the energy of the pentacoordinate complex, in the infrared spectrum. Crystal alignment and NRVS measurement procedures have been described previously. 17 Single-crystal alignments were carried out on a Bruker-Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer. Crystals of [Fe(OEP)(CO)] are in space group P−1 with two porphyrin molecules in the unit cell (Z=2) 16 having their porphyrin planes precisely parallel to each other. These crystallographic conditions allow crystals to be mounted so that the porphyrin plane pairs are exactly perpendicular or parallel to the exciting X-ray beam. All NRVS measurements were made at Sector 3−ID of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Alignments were checked after the NRVS measurements to ensure that correct alignments had been used.
Detailed predictions of the NRVS spectra were performed using the Gaussian03 program package. 15 The B3LYP functional and the triple-ζ valence basis set without polarization (VTZ) for iron and 6-31G* were used for the H, C, and N atoms. The reported structure 16 was used as the starting geometry for optimization. In particular, the conformation of the eight peripheral ethyl groups were given the conformation found in the crystal structure. This feature has previously been found to be significant for the vibrational predictions. 17 Frequency calculations were performed on the fully optimized structures to obtain the vibrational frequencies with the 57 Fe isotope set. 20 23 1957 526 (5, 10, -) [Fe(TCP)(THF)(CO)] 24 1990 ( The frequency of the out-of-phase Aʹ tilting mode is ~3-4 cm-1 lower than Aʺ. e frozen core second order perturbation theory; f ++ = 6-311++G(2d,2p); g There is another mode with significant FeCO bending motion at lower energy. h Frequencies from FTIR 16 and NRVS, this work. Table S3 . Lines are intended to guide the eye. Shapes of the points are as described for Figure 3 . The anionic ligands (round points) correlate with R Fe−Ct differently than the neutral ligands (square points). Consistent with Figure 3 , this plot shows that δ FeCO occurs at higher frequency than ν Fe−C in all the trans anionic ligand complexes. Hence, these calculations suggest that, absent effects of porphyrin or CO nonbonding effects, trans anionic ligands have the intrinsic effect of holding δ FeCO at higher frequencies than ν Fe−C , regardless of their Fe−Ct displacements. One possible explanation for this distinction is that the anionic ligands drive electron density into the Fe−C σ bond charge effect while maintaining high π density in the FeCO unit by virtue of their π donor character. Bibliography
